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Summary

Mo/ZrC in-situ composites with hyper-eutectic (Mo-40mol%ZrC) and eutectic
(Mo-16mol%ZrC) compositions were synthesized by arc-melting blended Mo
and ZrC powders and their microstructures and mechanical properties were
investigated. Mo-40ZrC annealed at 1873 K for 70 h consists of coarse
primary ZrC particles greater than 10 |im and eutectic of fine ZrC particles
less than 1 jam and Mo solid solution with grain sizes of about 3 |um. In
Mo-16ZrC fine ZrC particles with an average diameter of 600 nm are
distributed in Mo solid solution, forming some colonies with sizes of several
10 |o.m. Yield stresses at a strain rate of 1.7 x 10"4s"1 for Mo-40ZrC are very
high at high temperatures, especially above 1500 K, which are higher than
those of monolithic ZrC and Mo-40TiC. Mo-40ZrC exhibits good creep
strength as compared with advanced ceramic matrix composites. Fracture
toughness KQ for Mo-40ZrC and Mo-16ZrC at room temperature is evaluated
to be 13.9 and 12.7 MPa-m1/2by three point bending test, respectively, which
is much higher than that of monolithic carbide (1-3 MPa-im1/2).
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1.Introduction

Structural materials at very high temperatures over Ni base superalloys are
required to develop in various industrial fields. To meet these demands
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advanced structural materials such as refractory intermetallics or ceramics
have been investigated mainly because of their high strength at elevated
temperatures. However, most of them have low fracture toughness at
ambient temperature. In spite of many efforts to increase the fracture
toughness through a ductile phase reinforcement, few studies have
succeeded in increasing the fracture toughness without sacrificing high
temperature (creep) strength. There are two processes to incorporate a
ductile phase in brittle intermetallics or ceramics. One is the ex-situ process,
where a ductile phase is artificially introduced, and the other is the in-situ
process, where a ductile phase is formed during high temperature synthesis.
As a result, interface between two phases is unstable in ex-situ composites,
thereby producing other phase(s) through interfacial reaction on holding at
high temperature, while interface in in-situ composites is very stable at high
temperature. Therefore, in-situ composites are more promising as structural
materials at very high temperatures. Refractory intermetallic base in-situ
composites were investigated in the systems of Nb3AI/Nb [1-3], Nb5Si3/Nb
[4-6] and Cr2Nb/Nb [7]. A considerably good balance between high
temperature strength and room temperature fracture toughness has been
obtained. By contrast, few studies have been reported for ceramic base
in-situ composites.

According to the phase diagram of Mo-Zr-C system [8], ZrC is in equilibrium
with bcc Mo(Zr) at high temperature such as 1673 K. It is expected, therefore,
that fracture toughness of Mo/ZrC in-situ composite can be increased by
increasing a volume fraction of the ductile bcc phase. In addition, monolithic
ZrC is known to have high strength at very high temperatures. In this work
Mo/ZrC in-situ composites are investigated to provide high fracture toughness
in brittle ceramic without degrading high temperature strength.

2.Experimental procedure
Mo and ZrC powders with nominal compositions Mo-40mol%ZrC and
Mo-16mol%ZrC were blended in a cross-rotary mixer and arc-melted in an Ar
atmosphere. The arc-melted buttons were homogenized at 1873 K for 70 h.
Microstructure was observed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a
transmission electron microscope (TEM). Phase identification and chemical
analysis were performed by a X-ray diffractometer (XRD) and an electron
probe microanalyzer (EPMA). Rectangular compression samples with the
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dimension of 2 mm x 2 mm x 5 mm were prepared by electro-discharge
machining (EDM) and polishing with SiC paper. Compression tests were
conducted in vacuum at temperatures from room temperature to 1773 K at an
initial strain rate of 1.7 x 10"4s"1. With reference to ASTM standard E-399, the
fracture toughness measurements were carried out by three-point bending
test using the single-edge notched beam specimens. Rectangular bend
specimens have the dimension of 3 mm x 6 mm x 28 mm and the span length
is 24 mm. A thin notch was introduced at the center of the bend specimens by
EDM using a 100 u.m diameter wire. The cross head speed in bending is 8.3
x10"6m-s"1.
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Figure 1 (a) SEM and (b) TEM micrographs of Mo-40mol%ZrC.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Phase identification and microstructure
XRD and EPMA analysis indicated that homogenized Mo-40ZrC and
Mo-16ZrC consist of ZrC and bcc Mo solid solution. In Mo-40ZrC dark
dendritic phase corresponding to primary ZrC particles greater than 10 u.m
and bright phase containing very fine particles of eutectic are observed in a
SEM micrograph, as shown in Fig.1(a). A TEM micrograph of Fig.1(b) shows
that the eutectic is composed of fine ZrC particles less than 1 |im and Mo
solid solution with grain sizes of 3-5 jim, as shown in Fig.1(b). Fig.2(a) shows
a SEM micrograph of Mo-16ZrC, where fine ZrC particles are distributed in
Mo solid solution, forming some colonies with sizes of several 10 urn A very
small amount of bulky ZrC particles are observed in Fig.2(a), indicating that
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Figure 2 (a) SEM and (b) TEM micrographs of Mo-16mol%ZrC.
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the composition is close to the eutectic one. A TEM micrograph of Fig.2(b)
shows that the fine ZrC particles consist of short fibers with an average
diameter of 600 nm. The fibers have neither apparent preferential growth
direction nor orientation relationship.

3.2 High temperature strength
Temperature dependence of compressive yield stress (0.2% proof stress) for
Mo-40ZrC is shown in Fig.3, where data for Mo-40TiC [9], monolithic MoSi2
[10], MoSi2-45vol%SiCp [11] and monolithic ZrC [12] are also included for
comparison. It is evident that yield stress of Mo-40ZrC is higher than those of
Mo-40TiC and monolithic ZrC above 1300 K. The different grain sizes of Mo
solid solution (3-5 |im for Mo-40ZrC and several 10 jim for Mo-40TiC), solid
solution strengthening of Mo by Zr and solid solution strengthening of ZrC by
Mo may be concerned with the high yield stress of Mo-40ZrC. Fig.4 shows
the applied stress dependence of minimum strain rate in log-log plots for
Mo-40ZrC at 1673, 1773 and 1873 K, where data of Mo-40TiC are also
included for comparison. Creep strength of Mo-40ZrC is higher than that of
Mo-40TiC, which is consistent with the result of compression tests in Fig.3.
Clearly, a linear relationship holds between minimum strain rate and applied
stress. Stress exponents given by the gradient of the log minimum creep rate
vs. log applied stress plot are 4.5, 4.8 and 4.3 at 1673, 1773 and 1873 k,
respectively. The apparent activation energy for creep is calculated to be 510
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Figure 3 Temperature dependence of 0.2% proof stress for Mo-40mol%ZrC.
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Figure 4 Applied stress dependence of minimum strain rate for Mo-
40mol%ZrC at 1673, 1773 and 1873 K.

Figure 5 A TEM micrograph of Mo-40mol%ZrC crept to 3% strain at 1673 K
and 200 MPa.

kJ/mol at applied stresses of 200 and 300 MPa, which is close to the
activation energy for the self diffusion of Mo in pure Mo, 488 kJ/mol. Fig 5
shows a typical TEM micrograph of Mo-40ZrC crept to 3% strain at 1673 K
and 200 MPa. The micrograph is taken at a region of eutectic. Dislocation
networks are formed in Mo solid solution between fine ZrC particles. Hence,
the creep deformation is controlled by recovery occurring in Mo solid solution.
Most dislocations touching ZrC particles in Fig.5 are found to be
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perpendicular to the ZrC/Mo incoherent interface, implying that attractive
force is operating between dislocations and ZrC particles. Thus, the high
creep strength is attributable to this interaction of dislocations with ZrC
particles.

3.3 Fracture toughness
Fracture toughness KQ values of Mo-40ZrC and Mo-16ZrC at room
temperature are evaluated to be 13.9 and 12.7 MPa-m1/2, respectively. This
result means that the incorporation of Mo solid solution in ZrC increases
fracture toughness significantly, as compared with monolithic ZrC (1-3
MPa-m1'2). Fig.6(a) shows a SEM micrograph indicating crack propagation on
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Figure 6 SEM micrographs indicating (a) crack propagation and (b) pull-out
of ZrC particles on fracture surface of Mo-16ZrC.
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a sample surface. One can see that cracks propagate in a zig-zag manner
partially along colony boundaries and many ligaments of Mo solid solution are
produced. Therefore, the crack deflection and ligament formation are
responsible for the increase in fracture toughness. Fig.6(b) shows a SEM
micrograph of fracture surface indicating the pull-out of ZrC particles. This
weak interfacial bond may lead to the increased fracture toughness at room
temperature.
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